Required for 7th grade Students:

Class Specific Materials

- **For Science** - One composition (grid/graph paper) notebook
- **For Mandarin** - One composition notebook, 100 pages, wide-ruled - can use one from 6th grade
- **For English** - One composition notebook with lined paper

- **For Math and Science combined** - one 2" binder
- **For Foreign Language** - one 1.5" binder
- **For Band Students** - one 1-1.5" binder

- **For English and History combined** - one sturdy folder with pockets

Paper and Accessories

- 3-Hole College Ruled Notebook Paper
- 3-Hole Graph Paper
- Dividers (with tabs) for binders
- 3 Ring Pencil/Pen holder
- Box of #2 pencils
- Pens, black and blue preferred
- Eraser (white preferable)
- 3 x 5 notecards (a lot for Spanish, may use in other classes as well)

Other required items:

- Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS calculator (or similar) (Labeled with name)
- Ruler with metric & standard scale (best if it’s transparent)
- Ear-buds or headphones (Labeled with name on tape wrapped around cord) - will be used for Language classes, as well as other classes
- PE shorts, T-shirt & shoes

Not required: Other supplies some students use

- Hole Reinforcements
- Highlighters
- Thumb drive (8 GB minimum) - used for transferring and/or backing up photoshop files or movie projects